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Approximate formulas for the derivatives of functions of several variables con- 
taminated by noise are given. Error estimates are derived. The formulas are optimal 
in some sense. ‘(2 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a continuation of [ 11. The results in [ 11 are generalized to 
the case of functions of several variables. Let u = s + n, where s is the useful 
signal and n is noise. The problem is to estimate the derivatives of s from 
the observation of U. This problem is of practical importance (see [2] and 
Section 2 in [ 11). Here the formulas for practical calculations are given 
and the error estimates are derived. 
II. TWO-DIMENSIONAL ISOTROPIC CASE 
Suppose SE C’(R*), [Inil 56 and I(d2s(x, y) k, k)l SMlkl’ for all 
(x,y),k=(k,,k,)~R~, where Jk12=lk,~*+lk2~* and (d2s(x,y)k,k)= 
s,~,(x, y) kf + 2s,,,(x, y) k, k, + s,:,(x, y) ki. We want to approximate the 
directional derivative D”s(x, JJ) = Vs(x, y) . u, where u = (ur , u2) is a unit 
vector. Let us estimate DJx, y) by (h > 0) 
d,u(x, Y) = 
u(x+hu,, y+hu,)-24x-h,, y-h,) 
2h (1) 
THEOREM 1. If h(6) = (26/~!4)‘/~ and E(S) = (26M)‘/* then 
and 
lId,,,,u- D,sll <E(S) (2) 
inf sup II T(s + n) - D,sl( = E(S) (3) 
TsA s,n 
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where A is the set of all operators T: C([w’) --f C( iw’) and the supremum is 
taken ouer all ~EC’(R’) such that I(d2s(x, y) k, k)lsMlkl* ,for all 
(x, y) E R2, kE Iw’ and over all n such that llnll 58. This infimum is attained 
on T= A,o,. 
Proof: Let h > 0. For each (x, y) we have 
IA,U(X~ Y) - ~LJ(X? Y)l 
i lA,(u(x, y) -4.x, y))l + IA,s(x, y) -D&, y)l 
S;+;Wh. (4) 
Here the following inequalities are used: 1JA,nlJ 56/h and 
IA/Ax, Y) - D,s(x, Y)l 
= & / (d*s([, q) hv, hu) - (d*s( l’, q’) hv, hv)( 
& iXd’s(5, r) hv> hv)l + l(d’s(5’, vl’) ho, hu)ll 
where (5, u) is some point on the line segment between (x, y) and (x + ,-Y.. , , 
y + hv,). Consider the right-hand side of (4) as a function of h. This 
function has an absolute minimum (for h > 0) at h(6) and the minimum is 
E(@. Thus lI&~,p(x, Y) -Dusk Y)II 6 dh). 
Let us turn to the second statement of the theorem. For any TEA we 
have 
sup /I T(s + n) - D,sll Zsup I T(s + n)(O, 0) - D,s(O, 
s,n s,n 
~SPLS,(O, O)-D,s,(O, 011. 
011 
(5) 
(The supremum is taken over all s E C2(R2) such that I(d2s(x, y) k, k)l 5 
MlkJ’ for all (x, y)~R~,k=(k~,k~)~[W* and llnl/s&), where si are 
arbitrary functions in C2(R2) that satisfy I(d2si(x, y) k, k)[ 5MlkJ1 for all 
(x, y) E R*, k = (k,, k2) E R2 and I/sJI SS, i= 1, 2. To verify (5), let s1 and s2 
be any such functions. Since (h-al < 2 max{ Ic-al, /c--bl} for any c, one 
has 
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P"S,(OT 0) - D"S,(O> O)l 
Q 2 max{ IT(s + n)(O, 0) - D,s,(O, 011; I T(s + n)(O, 0) - D,s,(O, 0)l } 
52 sup IT(s + n)(O, 0) - D”S(0, 0)l d 2 sup I/ qs + n) - D”Sll. 
*,n s,n 
Take the infimum in TE A in (5) to obtain 
tlD,si(O, 0) - D,s,(O, O)l5 inf sup I( T(s + n) - D,s(l. 
TEA s,n 
(6) 
This argument is similar to the argument in [l, formula (9)]. Consider the 
function s(x, v) = (M/2)(x2 + y*) - Mh(G)(v,x + u2 y) for (x, y) inside the 
circle with center (h(6) u,, h(6) v2) and radius h(6). It is easy to check that 
s = 0 on the boundary of this circle and s has an absolute minimum at 
(h(6) vi, h(6) u,); this minimum value is -6. ~1~0 a?qax* = M, 
a2qay2= M, a3/aX ay = 0, so I(&s(x, y) k, k)l = \Mk: + Mk;l = A41kj2. 
D,s(O, 0) =g (0,O) u1 +g (0,O) 212 
= -Mh(6) u: - Mh(6) 0; = -Mh(6) 
=-M 2 
( ) 
112 
M = -(26M)“2= --E(d). 
Set s, = s and s2 = --s. Using sl and s2 in (6) one obtains 
E(B)S inf sup 11 T(s + n) - D,s(l. 
TEA r,n 
(7) 
But 
inf sup II Tb + n) - D,sII~ssu~ l(d,,,,~ - D,,s~( 6 ~(6). (8) 
From (7) and (8) statement (3) follows. 
III. ~-DIMENSIONAL ISOTROPIC CASE 
Suppose s E C2(Wd), llnll d 6 and I(d2s(x) k, k)l5Mlkl* for all x E W’ 
and k = (k,, . . . . kd) E W, where (&s(x) k, k) = czj= 1 s,,,(x) kik,, lk12= 
Cf=‘=, lki12. Let d,u(x)=(u(x+hu)-u(x-ho)/2h for h>O, u is a unit 
vector. 
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THEOREM 2. [fh(6) = (26/M)’ ’ and ~(8) = (26M)’ 2 then 
and 
lldh(6~~-Dt~SlI 6 Et6) 
inf sup )lT(s+n)-D,.slJ =~(6) 
TEA \.n 
(9) 
(10) 
where the supremum is taken over all s E C2( W’) such that / (d2s(x) k, k)j 5 
Mlk12 for all XEF@ and k=(k ,,..., k,)E@ and llnlls6. 
Proqf: For any x E R“ and h > 0 
ld,u(x) - D,.s(x)l 5 ld,lu(x) - Ll,s(x)l + Jd,s(x) - D,s(x)l 
5 lld,nll + &+-fh 
6;+@4h, (11) 
Consider the right-hand side of (11) as a function of h. As before, this 
function has an absolute minimum ~(8) at h = h(6). Thus 
Ildho,~~- D,.Sll 6 E(b). 
Let s(x) = ;M C:‘= 1 xf - Mh(6) Cf= i v,x, for x inside the ball centered at 
(h(S) v~,..., h(6) vd) with radius h(6). Note that s=O on the boundary of 
this ball, s has an absolute minimum value of -6 at x = (h(6) vl,..., 
/z(S) v,), and [ (d2s(x) k, k)l = M Ikl’. Set s, = s, s2 = -s. Since D,,s,(O) = 
-Mb(b) Cy=, v: = -Mh(6) = -(26M)“2 = -c(S), one concludes as in Sec- 
tion II that (10) holds. 
IV. MULTI-STEP METHODS 
Assume s(.x, v) has derivatives up to order m and IlZ”s/8xp +‘I1 GM 
(p,rzO,p+r=m). Suppose m is odd and v=(v,,v~) is a unit vector. 
Define, for h > 0, 
Alp’s(x, y)=h-’ f A,;% 
jh 
x+go,, y+$v2 (12) 
I= -Q 
where the numbers A./Q) (j= -Q,..., Q) are to be determined. One has: 
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s x+$u 
( 
I, y+--u, jh ) 
Q 
= s(x, y) +$ D&q y) 
+ c 
1 jh *I d”s 
p,rzO p! ij axp af 0 
- tr,, rlj) qu; 
P3i-=“t 
(13) 
where (e,, qj) is some point on the line segment between (x, JI) and 
(X + (jh/Q) vI, y + (jh/Q) uz). From (13) and (12) one obtains 
Wsb, Y) - D”S(X, y) 
44 Y) e =- 
1 A;Q)+D,s(x, Y) 
h j= -Q 
+ c 
hP-Cr--IufU; p+rs 
PJ$O p! r! 
2lp+r5m- 1 
w tx, u),fQ (;)p+rAjQ) 
+ c 
P.‘ZO 
p+r=m 
m Aj.QJ. (14) 
If one requires the order of smallness (as h--t 0) of ~~Q)s-D,s to, be 
minimal one obtains the following system of equations for the coeficients 
Aje)[2i]: 
Q .’ 
’ (Q> 
L ,qQ'+j,,, OGlI2Q; 6,[=0,1#1 
J= -Q 
(15) 
= 1, I= 1 
This is a linear system of m equations in 2Q + 1 unknowns with a non- 
singular (Vandermonde) matrix. Thus, it is uniquely solvable for A(Q). For 
the first few values of Q one obtains (see [l]): 
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Q=4:Ab4’=0, A’$ = +‘6 A’+;= r! A(+4)3= +16 A?& +’ 
- 5’ 5’ - - 105’ - 70’ 
With this choice of the coefficients AjQ), from (14) one has 
ld~QW-5 y) - DA4 y)l 
(17) 
The right-hand side of (17) as a function of h has an absolute minimum 
~(6) when h = h(6) = B S”“‘, where B = [z/(m - 1) /I]““, SI, /I are defined in 
(17), and F:=F(~)=C~‘~‘!~, where C=cc/p+PB’+‘. 
V. ANIS~TROPIC TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
Suppose SE C2(R2), Jln(l5S and I(d2s(.q y) k, k)( 5M(u)lkl’, where 
u = k/Jkl. Let 
A,4x, Y) = 
u(x+hv’, y+hv,)-u(x-hu,, y-hhv,) 
2h 
THEOREM 3. If h(6) = (26/M(~))“~ and E(S) = (2bM(u))“’ then 
/IA h(6)U - D,Jll d E(d). A Iso WE A su~~,~ IIT(s+n)-D,sJI =&(b), the 
supremum is taken ouer all s E C2(R) such that l(d2s(x, y) k, k)J s&f(v) lk12 
for k= Ik(v and llnlls6. 
Proof is exactly as before. 
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VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
In the two-dimensional isotropic case, estimate (1) is applied to the 
function s(x) = e ~ @ + y2). Suppose that 6 = Iln(l = 0.05 and we know 
approximate bounds on the second derivative of s in various regions of the 
plane, Random numbers are needed for computations; these are obtained 
from the random number generator in a Texas Instruments (TI-58) 
calculator. The unit vector u is designated by the angle 0 between u and the 
positive x-axis. The notation is as follows: u(x + h cos 0, y + h sin 0) = 
s(.x+hcos8,y+hsin8)+n+, u(x-hcos8,y-hsin8)=s(x-hcos0, 
y-hsin8)+nP. 
In the computations, the actual error, Idfu(x, y)-D,s(x, y)l, made by 
using (l), is consistently much less than the estimated error E(S) from the 
theory. In fact, most of these actual errors are less than t&(6). 
When the noise-to-signal ratio, 6/s(x, y), is compared to the relative 
error, I(diu(x, y) -D&x, y))/D,s(x, y)l, less can be said. But provided 
we are in a region where D,s(x, y) is not too small (that is, lVs(x, y)l is 
not close to zero and the directional derivative is not taken in a direction 
close to perpendicular to Vs) then it is found that noise-to-signal ratios of 
less than 25 % yield relative errors that are normally less than 15 %. As the 
noise-to-signal ratio increases beyond 25%, the relative error becomes 
more unpredictable. 
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